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“This place is under new management, by order of the Peaky Blinders.”

Over the weekend, I binged-watch Season 5 of the Peaky Blinkers, the UK version of The Godfather (Parts 1 & 2). 
The Netflix/BBC recast is not for the faint of heart, but I highly recommend it for anybody who enjoyed the 
Puzo/Coppola trilogy. Season 5 begins in mid-1929, two years after Thomas Shelby is elected to Parliament. The 
"Company" is now setting up business in the USA under the "watchful" eye of Michael Grey, cousin to Thomas 
Shelby. Following the 1929 crash, the UK economy continues to struggle through the Great Depression, which not 
only required the formation of a coalition government (The National Government) but also stoked the emergence 
of a growing populist movement (British Union of Fascists).  Sound familiar? Our point here is not to make a 
political statement, as our readers know us to be politically agnostic relating to portfolio positioning. However, 
Season 5 reminded us of just how ugly and self-serving politics can be, and the depths and extent that politicians
will endure for election. I genuinely do not believe anything has changed in almost 90 years -- or 2,000 years for 
that matter. Therefore, with the Presidential Election quickly approaching, we felt it essential to review our views 
on how the economy and market will fare given a series of political outcomes.   

In the exhibit above, we have updated our Economic Lifecycle illustration to reflect our expected path of future 
economic growth given the election of either President Trump, former Vice-President Biden, Senator Warren, 
Senator Sanders -- and yes, former Presidential Candidate Clinton.  We have also overlaid our expectations for the 
equity capital markets.  

Economic Lifecyle | 2020 Election Edition 

 
Source: NEPG 
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* Growth begins to meaningfully expand
* Credit/lending growth begins to slow
* Profit margins expanding driven by lower costs
* Interest rates begin to increase more rapidly
* Confidence is rebounding in a material way
* Inflation begins to percolate, but not out of control
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* Activity rebounds
* Credit begins grow
* Profit growth resumes
* Interest rates low/falling
* Confidence bottoms
* Inflation MIA

* Top-line revenue begins to decelerate
* Financial conditions (credit) begin to tighten
* Earnings growth slows as margins are squeezed
* Confidence/consumer comfort peaks
* Inflation registers highest level in the cycle
* Credit spreads trough and start to hook up

* Housing demand falling
* Federal Reserve turning dovish 
* Inflation is MIA
* Corporate earnings/profits decline
* Overall business activity is falling
* Job growth tops out and turns negative
* Consumer confidence declining

Currently Trump: Lighting rod politician, lower 
regulation, lower taxes, higher deficits, 
incumbent w/solid economy gets re-elected.
Biden: Establishment nominee,  moderate 
policies, higher taxes, mental capacity 
challenged (rightfully or wrongfully so); falling 
behind in polls.
Clinton: Could emerge as more mainstream 
than Warren, but surmounting political baggage 
both inside/outside the Democratic party will 
disrupt the primary process to the advantage of 
the Republicans.

Warren: More progressive than capitalist, 
higher regulation, higher taxes, social good 
politics gaining momentum on the the left; 
emerging front-runner.
Sanders: Socialist platform; popular among 
GenX/Y voters, higher taxes, higher regulation. 
Health has now disqualified him.
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Let's unpack. 
1. We currently believe the US economy is somewhere between Decline and Trough. While we have witnessed a 

distinct slowdown in business activity, topping of employment trends, and declining corporate profits; we 
have yet to see a wash-out in consumer confidence or an uptick in credit. We believe the US economy will 
continue to soften through the 2020 election cycle; the big question is, however, "Do we suffer a recession 
before then?" 

2. In our opinion, the re-election of President Trump is contingent solely on the health of the economy. We 
believe tariffs will serve as an economic and market distraction, and any formal impeachment hearing will 
serve as political noise. The bottom line is, if the US can avert a recession until November 2020, President 
Trump will be elected to a second term. Likewise, if there is an economic downturn following 2020, Trump's 
policies may provide for a relatively shallow trough, supported by lower regulation, lower taxes, and higher 
deficits. As a result, we believe the equity capital markets may benefit from a Trump Presidency over all others 
in the short-term (next 3-4 years). 

3. Senator Warren has emerged as the Democratic front-runner in our opinion, and based on the latest 
Quinnipiac Poll, would defeat President Trump by a margin of 8 points. However, despite potentially winning 
the White House, we believe her election would not portend so well for the economy or the equity markets. 
The healthcare sector (services/drug manufacturing) and defense sectors would suffer, and it remains unclear 
the real funding sources for all the component parts of her Economic Patriotism.   

4. Although Senator Biden is seemingly losing ground in the polls, he is viewed by many prospective voters as 
the best chance to defeat President Trump. In the event he does win the White House, we believe the 
economy will fare better than it would under 
President Warren, but not as well when 
compared to President Trump. Although 
liberal, Senator Biden's politics and policies 
are more centrist than either Senator Warren 
or Sanders. Demands on the healthcare 
system would be less acute; his energy 
platform is "less green," and he supports a 
strong military.  

5. At this point, we believe Senator Sander's 
health has all but disqualified him from the 
nomination. The question that remains is, 
who will his supports rally behind? Our 
guess is Senator Warren. 

6. Lastly, there is growing controversy 
regarding a Clinton 2020 run. Over the past several days, there has been increasing speculation and banter 
regarding Round 2 of a Trump vs. Clinton duel. However, we believe this will be a low-probability event as the 
former Secretary of State/Senator has amassed a fair amount of political baggage for one, and secondly, may 
detract from the growing "social good" political movement of the Warren campaign. In the remote chance of
her election; however, we believe the economy responds better than Warren or Sanders, but worse than 
Biden.  

Dems At A Glance | Salient Policy Differences 

 
Source: Politico.com 

BBiden Warren SSanders
College Tuition 2yrs free 100% Free 100% Free
Student Debt Expand/Fix Cancel some debt Cancel all debt
Enviorment + nuclear, limited oil 

drilling
Ban fracking, lower 

emissions
Eliminate nuclear, 

ban fracking, 
emissions

Assault Weapons Voluntary buyback No assault weapons Ban sale and 
distribution

Health Care Expand ACA; no 
Medicare for all

Medicare for All; US 
manufacture 

generics

Medicare for All; int'l 
reference for pricing 

generics

Taxes Increase Capital 
Gains 2x (>$1mn 

income), raise 
corporate taxes

Wealth Tax + 
corporate taxes 

greater than '17 rates

Eliminate capital 
gains on some, Wall 
Street and Wealth 

Tax

Defense Spending Boost defense 
spending

Slash the budget Slash the budget
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Disclosure: The information in this publication and references to specific securities, asset classes and financial markets are provided for illustrative purposes and do not 
constitute an offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities, nor does they constitute an endorsement with respect to any investment area or vehicle. This 
material serves to provide general information to clients and is not meant to be legal or tax advice for any particular investor, which can only be provided by qualified tax and 
legal counsel. Certain information contained herein is based on outside sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. Investment products (other than 
deposit products) referenced in this material are not insured by the FDIC (or any other state or federal agency), are not deposits of or guaranteed by Northeast Private Client 
Group, and are subject to investment risk, including the loss of principal amount invested. Portfolios are subject to investment risks, including possible loss of the principal 
amount invested. In addition, foreign investments may be less liquid, more volatile and less subject to governmental supervision than in the United States. The values of foreign 
securities can be affected by changes in currency rates, application of foreign tax laws, changes in governmental administration and economic and monetary policy. Investors 
should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of ETFs carefully before investing. This and other information are contained in the fund’s prospectus, 
which may be obtained from your investment professional. Please read it before you invest. Investments in ETFs are subject to risk, including possible loss of the principal 
amount invested. This information is being provided to current Northeast Private Client Group clients and should not be further distributed without Northeast Private Client 
Group’s approval. S&P 500 Index is a market index generally considered representative of the stock market as a whole. The index focuses on the large-cap segment of the U.S. 
equities market. Dow Jones Industrial Average is a widely used indicator of the overall condition of the stock market, a price-weighted average of 30 actively traded blue chip 
stocks, primarily industrials, but also includes financial, leisure and other service-oriented firms. Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the smallest 2,000 
companies in the Russell 3000 Index of the 3,000 largest U.S. companies in terms of market capitalization. NASDAQ Composite Index is a market value-weighted index that 
measures all NASDAQ domestic and non-U.S. based common stocks listed on the NASDAQ stock market. Each company's security affects the index in proportion to its market 
value This commentary contains forward-looking statements and projections. Actual results may differ from current expectations based on a number of factors including but 
not limited to changing market conditions, leverage and underlying asset performance. Northeast Private Client Group makes no representation or warranty, express or 
implied that this information shall be relied upon as a promise or representation regarding past or future performance. This material contains the current opinions of the 
author but not necessarily those of Guardian or its subsidiaries and such opinions are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. 
Indices are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index. Data and rates used were indicative of market conditions as of the date shown. Opinions, estimates, 
forecasts, and statements of financial market trends are based on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. Securities products and advisory 
services offered through Park Avenue Securities LLC (PAS), member FINRA, SIPC. OSJ: 200 Broadhollow Road Suite 405, Melville, NY 11747, 631-589-5400. PAS is an 
indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America® (Guardian), New York, NY. Northeast Private Client Group is not an affiliate or 
subsidiary of PAS or Guardian. 2019-87816 Exp. 12/19. 


